
9H English- Summer Reading Assignment

Classic Versus Contemporary Summer Reading Project

From the selection, decide on a book pairing to read this summer. You must read both books from the pairing and may NOT mix and
match the books. You must then choose your project from the assignments below. Your project must add up to 100%. Choose wisely,
as you may benefit from collecting information from the text while reading. All projects must be compiled neatly on a three-fold poster
board. Example below.

Pairing Options:
1- Night by Elie Wiesel AND Maus by Art Spiegelman
2- Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare AND The Fault in Our Stars by John Green
3- The Diary of Anne Frank by Anne Frank AND The Book Thief by Markus Zusak

Sample Posterboard Outline:

Classic Text Title Contemporary Text Title

Plot Chart:

Literary Devices

Character Descriptions

Choice Option 1

Choice Option 2

Choice Option 3

Plot Chart:

Literary Devices

Character Descriptions



Project Choices:

One Project worth 20

Points→

You must complete one of
these 3 options

Comic Strip- Include 5
comic boxes per novel.
Each must be 100% in
color and include
dialogue.

Travel Brochure- Depict
the setting of each novel
in a travel brochure.
Convince the audience to
travel to the location of
each text! Include all
details of a standard
brochure and include one
piece of textual evidence
per book.

Design an advertising
campaign to promote
the sale of the books you
read. Include each of the
following: a poster, a
radio or TV commercial,
a magazine or
newspaper ad, a bumper
sticker, and a button

One Project worth 30

Points→

You must complete one of
these 3 options

Sketch Notes One
Pager (per text)- Should
include images, doodles,
drawings, text, important
content from each novel.
Page must be completely
filled. All ideas must be
original. Example below.

Detailed Setting
Sketch- Choose one
setting from each novel.
Sketch the settings in
precise detail. This
should be no smaller
than an 8”x11” sheet of
paper which should be
100% covered. The
choice to color is up to
you, but if it is in black
and white, the detail
should be explicit!

Fashion Sketch:
What would the
characters in each novel
be wearing? Select one
character in each novel
and design 3 looks for
them. Give one quote
from each character per
look that would justify the
outfit you chose for them.

One Project Worth 50

Points→
One Page Prologue or
Epilogue for each
novel- The format,
diction, and voice must

Letters to/from
Characters-
Choose a character from
each novel. Have them

Altered Universe- Your
character's worlds collide
as the main character (of
your choice) gets



You must complete one of
these 3 options

all be consistent with the
narrator from the story.
This will be
single-spaced. Must be
typed.

write correspondence
back and forth to one
another about what is
happening in their world,
at the time, or their inner
feelings. There should be
6 total letters (3 from
each). The letters must
be in the voice of the
character you chose. You
do not need to select the
main characters of the
novels, but can choose
to give a voice to more
minor characters.

transported to the world
of the other text in the
pair. Write a one-page
“hidden chapter” about
the character's
experience in that world.
Include dialogue, inner
thoughts, and a
description of the setting.
This must be in the voice
of the character.

THESE 3 REQUIRED
ON POSTER

BOARD→

You must complete ALL of
these 3 options

Create a plot diagram
for each novel. These
should be on the wings
of the board at the top.
You must include a quote
from each section of the
plot on your diagram.

List and define five
literary devices used in
each text. These should
be in the middle of the
wings on the board.
Include a piece of textual
evidence that shows the
literary device in use.

List, picture, and
describe all of the main
characters for each
story. This should be on
the bottom of each wing.
An image must be
provided for each main
character



Sketch Notes Example:

(credit: https://www.teachthought.com/literacy/sketch-notes/)

https://www.teachthought.com/literacy/sketch-notes/

